
Our Mission
Our mission is to build best-in-class voter engagement campaigns that flip key US
House seats from red to blue in 2018 and beyond.

Our Approach
Our approach reflects several core beliefs about what it will take to win. We believe:

Fight for a Better America invests in organizations that share the above beliefs and,
with our help, are driving local efforts to win House seats in 2018, as well as other
races up and down the ballot for years to come. Through our vetting process we
are investing in the right places, with the right people, and supporting them to
implement the right tactics.

Smart 
investments 

that fuel 
effective voter 
engagement 

efforts to flip 
congressional 
seats in 2018 

Right Places
We work on races where 
there is a data-driven plan 

to win based on voting 
patterns, demographics, 

candidate profiles & more

Right People
We ensure the groups 
we invest in have the 
leaders, capacity and 
partners they need to 
succeed now and for 

years to come

Right Tactics
We believe successful 

strategies start early and 
marry sophisticated data 
targeting with meaningful 
face to face conversations 

with voters

Invest. Engage. 

• The resistance is powerful, but must be armed with good strategy,
leadership, data, and tactics to be successful

• To win, we must reach across the divide and have meaningful
conversations with our moderate and even conservative neighbors
about the values we share, and the kind of country we want to be

• Winning the House in 2018 is imperative to restore the balance of
power; but our gains will not last unless we invest in smart local
organizing capacity for the long-haul

Fight for a Better America



2017 Pilot Investment à 2018 Primary Results
Pilot: In the Spring of 2017, Fight for a Better America provided the seed funding to Flip the 49th!
Neighbors in Action to support their efforts in California’s 49th district (San Diego) to oust Darrell
Issa and elect a Democrat to congress. Their data-driven strategy, weekly protests and dedicated
volunteers have already lead to Issa’s resignation, setting the stage for a Democratic victory in
November.
Primary Results: “Democrats outvoted Republicans in ONLY ONE [battleground district in CA] - the
49th” (Washington Post). In CA-49, 110+ coalition partners began mass organizing in winter 2017,
putting pressure on (now-resigning) CA-49 Rep Darrell Issa; held candidate forums; reached out to
52,000 infrequent voters; and had nearly 14,000 personal conversations about the importance of the
election. In other CA districts, organizing began much later, and has yet to achieve comparable scale.
If Dems are to retake the House, they should look to CA-49 for lessons.

2018 Portfolio
Based on the success of that partnership we expanding our efforts to four more races in CA, NJ &
NY:
• CA’s 10th (Modesto) with Working America
• CA’s 39th, 45th, 48th (Orange County) with StandUp OC and the Leadership Lab
• NJ’s 11th (Morris County) with NJ 11th for Change
• NY’s 11th (Staten Island & Brooklyn) with Staten Island Women Who March

These races represent a spectrum of winnable districts – CA-39, CA-48 and NJ-11 are currently rated
toss-ups, while CA-10, CA-45 and NY-11 both tilt Republican. But to succeed in November, we need
to win not just in districts already leaning left, but make gains and succeed in diverse political
environments, with a cross-section of voters.
That said, for the first time in decades, all 6 races have strong Democratic candidates. In each place,
voting trends are steadily getting bluer. And most important, savvy organizations are stepping up to
use data-driven approaches and innovative strategies to win. Fight for a Better America is proud to
partner with these organizations in our collective effort to take back the House in 2018.

Join Us
An investment in Fight for a Better America is:
• Effective – we work with our partners to ensure there is a data-driven plan to win, backed by
innovative and proven tactics targeting the right voters to flip each district.

• Meaningful – changing votes starts at the door. Our partners are engaging in tens of thousands of
conversations with their neighbors about the kind of country we want to live in and the leadership
we need.

• Replicable – lessons from these races can be spread to the thousands of other resistance and
political groups organizing in their own communities to effect change.

www.fightforbetter.org

Investment Overview

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/powerpost/wp/2018/06/07/slow-waves-high-turnout-and-no-lockouts-four-lessons-from-this-weeks-primaries/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.217ba43f5c75
https://www.workingamerica.org/
https://www.standupoc.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xN6O5LTaGyg
http://www.nj11thforchange.org/
https://www.siwomenwhomarch.org/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/monkey-cage/wp/2017/10/11/our-research-shows-that-persuading-voters-is-hard-that-doesnt-mean-campaigns-should-give-up/?utm_term=.a574bb2ac7d2
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/04/10/magazine/how-do-you-change-voters-minds-have-a-conversation.html
http://www.fightforbetter.org/join-us


FAQs
Why the House of Representatives?
• It restores the balance of  power – Republicans have voted with President Trump nearly 

100% of  the time and have drafted sweeping legislation, like tax overhaul, with no 
Democratic input – because they don’t need it.  In this environment, there are virtually no 
checks and balances on the Tea Party agenda.  Winning the House is imperative.

• It’s winnable – Trump’s approval ratings remain low. Democrats need 23 seats to take back 
the House; these could include the 23 Republican-held districts Hillary won. And Conor 
Lamb’s recent success shows this is a winnable fight, even in Trump country.

• It’s more local – House races offer a real chance to engage in meaningful neighbor to 
neighbor dialogue about values and issues, a dialogue that is essential to bringing us back 
from the yelling and partisan polarization plaguing our current political environment.

Why local organizing?
• It builds the voter base.  A key to success is ongoing, repeated engagement with voters 

around issues; by doing so, organizations build relationships and trust that can be activated 
cycle after cycle, regardless of  any specific candidate. Imagine the possibilities if  some of  
the millions of  last-minute dollars poured into the unsuccessful Ossoff  campaign (GA) had 
gone to local organizing groups leading year-round voter engagement. 

• It can support other races.  It’s about the House in 2018 – and so much more. By 
strengthening local leadership, we are building permanent infrastructure that also will 
support local and statewide races, create new candidate pipelines – because the long game is 
to take back statehouses, and other offices too.

• It’s replicable.  Tools used to help these organizations can be shared across networks of  
progressive groups and local advocacy organizations nationally, helping them become more 
effective and sustainable too.

What are the “right” tactics?
Every district is different and will need a different mix of  engagement and get out the vote 
(GOTV) efforts for infrequent base voters, registration drives for new voters, and persuasion for 
swing voters. There are more, and less, effective ways to do each of  these things; several of  our 
partners are scaling proven approaches and pioneering new ones. Examples include:

• Working America’s Experiment Informed Programs (EIPs) use statistical sampling to test 
messaging, allowing Working America to identify pockets of  receptive voters to target and –
equally importantly – un-receptive voters to avoid. This approach both ensures the most 
resonate messages are used, and that resources aren’t wasted where they aren’t likely to 
succeed.

• Dave Fleischer and the Leadership LAB developed deep canvassing to do much more 
effective voter persuasion than conventional campaign tactics. Conventional canvassing 
relies on 2-minute conversations where the volunteer primarily recites a script, telling the 
voter how we want them to change. Deep canvassing instead engages each voter in a 10-20 
minute, non-judgmental dialogue focusing on the voter’s real, lived experience. The result 
of  this new approach—confirmed in a randomized controlled trial of  the Leadership LAB’s 
work reducing prejudice against transgender people—is lasting change in voters’ opinions.

http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/republicans-senate-congress-vote-record-100-per-cent-donald-trump-agenda-russia-links-white-house-a7581856.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/03/14/us/politics/democrats-republicans-pennsylvania-special-election.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/monkey-cage/wp/2017/10/11/our-research-shows-that-persuading-voters-is-hard-that-doesnt-mean-campaigns-should-give-up/?utm_term=.a574bb2ac7d2
https://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2016/04/07/473383882/study-finds-deep-conversations-can-reduce-transgender-prejudice


Right Place

Right Partner

Right Tactics

Given demographic shifts, California’s 10th is now a majority non-
White district (46% white, 40% Latino and 8% Asian, 6% Black &
Other). In just two years, the Republican incumbent’s 12-point
victory in 2014 was reduced to a mere 3-point victory in 2016. Also
notable: Hillary Clinton won the district by almost the same margin.
In the 2018 primaries, Democrats picked up 7% on the Republican
turnout (+14K vs. +4K). Picking up Hillary voters, and others
concerned about healthcare and immigration, should lead to a win in
CA-10 and voting out incumbent Jeff Denham.

California’s 10th: Working America

Working America was founded in 2003 to represent working class
people without a union on the job. It has offices in 11 states,
combining a strong field program with year-round campaigns. CA-10
is their first major California effort; they have 9 locally hired bilingual
staff who have been working alongside over 300 volunteers since
June 2017. To date they have talked to over 50,000 voters and gained
20,000+ new Working America members in the process. A key to
success is ongoing, repeated engagement with voters and Working
America will continue to be a strong presence, talking to the voters
about the issues through the election.

Working America is deploying sophisticated canvassing techniques
and Experimental Informed Programs (EIPs) in CA-10, including a
“door-to-digital” campaign that enlists voters as members to keep
them informed, and strong “accountability” canvassing, to help
voters follow the incumbent’s record on key issues. With an
investment from Fight for a Better America, they can add even more
EIPs to further test their messaging and target their efforts in this
critical race.

Consistently cited as one of  the most sophisticated organizing groups in the US, 
AFL-CIO affiliate Working America is bringing its research backed engagement 

strategies to California’s central valley.



Orange County has been reliably Republican for decades, but Hillary
Clinton prevailed in 2016. Incumbents Mimi Walters & Dana
Rohrabacher’s margin of victory both slipped by 7-8 points between
2014 and 2016, and is even more vulnerable today after democrats
dramatically closed the vote gaps in the primaries by 17% and 14%,
respectively. The races have moved from Likely R, to Lean R and
toss-up on the Cook Political Report, in just one year. In CA-39,
incumbent Ed Royce is retiring and Democratic candidates picked up
23,000 votes to Republicans 4,400 in the 2018 primaries and well-
positioned to take advantage of increased turn-out in November.

California’s 39th, 45th and 48th: Leadership Lab & 
StandUp OC

Our two partners in CA-48, StandUp OC and Leadership Lab, bring
deep knowledge of how to win in Orange County, plus how to use
research-proven deep canvassing to persuade swing voters. StandUp
OC grew out of the Hillary Clinton campaign and has maintained an
engaged volunteer base of nearly 800 people who continue to call,
text and canvass on behalf of Democratic candidates locally and
nationwide. Leadership Lab has honed its deep canvassing model to
authentically engage and persuade voters on a range of issues and is
expanding to CA-39, CA-45 and CA-48 for the first time.

StandUp OC is coordinating volunteers for the Democratic Party of
Orange County, including working with local resistance and political
groups to ensure that efforts are as aligned and effective as possible.
They are Getting Out the Vote with base voters and will do deeper
data analysis to micro-target swing voters with an investment from
Fight for Better. Leadership Lab is currently leading non-partisan,
issue-based canvasses in priority precincts; additional funding will
allow them to add the partisan element (specifically connecting issues
to the political parties) which is critical to impact the 2018 election.

The team that turned Orange County blue for the first time in 80 years for Hillary 
Clinton sets its sights on flipping CA-39, CA-45 and CA-48. The team that pioneered 
deep canvassing also brings its persuasive skills to bear on the critical issues in the race.

Right Place

Right Partner

Right Tactics

https://www.cookpolitical.com/ratings/house-race-ratings


New Jersey’s 11th district has a mix of deep red Trump supporters
socially liberal “Rockefeller Republicans”, and a growing base of
Democrats. Despite a long history of voting Republican, the district
went for the Democrat in the 2017 governor’s race, reflecting a
growing disillusionment with the right. The retirement of Rep.
Rodney Frelinghuysen ends a political dynasty that dates back to the
American revolution, and opens the door for a Democratic victory.
Mikie Sherrill, a former Navy helicopter pilot and federal prosecutor,
is poised to take advantage of that opening in November.

New Jersey’s 11th: NJ 11th for Change

For over a year, NJ 11th for Change staged weekly protests
demanding a town hall with Rep. Frelinghuysen. Articles suggest that
their consistent pressure ultimately lead to his retirement. While
focused on the House they also recognize the need to elect
Democrats at every level, successfully supporting the election of 11
new Democrats in local races this fall. With a strong executive
director and board, 30 town teams activated across the district, and
over 1,400 official members and 8,000 members on Facebook, NJ
11th for Change has the leadership and community support it needs
to secure victory in 2018.

NJ 11th for Change has a four-pronged strategy, staging voter
registration events, phone banking consistent Democratic voters to
enlist more volunteers, canvassing infrequent voters for Get Out the
Vote, and tapping into local and remote volunteers for postcard
writing campaigns. With an investment from Fight for a Better
America, they will conduct deeper data analysis to target “no party
preference” voters and Rockefeller Republicans for deeper
persuasion-based canvassing this summer and fall, while also using
the data to avoid wasting resources in the district’s Tea Party enclaves.

An exceptionally strong Indivisible group who successfully pressured the incumbent to 
retire is now poised to activate a growing Democratic base and disenfranchised 

Rockefeller Republicans for a victory in 2018.

Right Place

Right Partner

Right Tactics

https://njmonthly.com/articles/jersey-living/like-father-like-son-and-son-and-son/
https://www.mikiesherrill.com/
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/01/29/nyregion/frelinghuysen-house-republican-retiring.html


In NY-11, Democrats outnumber Republicans by nearly 20 points,
but many are socially conservative union members who resonate with
Trump’s populist tone. However, the district went for Obama in 2012
and Cuomo in 2014, underscoring voters’ willingness to support
candidates based on issues, not just party affiliation. The district is
primarily based in Staten Island; Democrats have struggled to win,
running Brooklyn-based candidates in recent elections. However, this
year, a strong Staten Island Democrat, Max Rose, is positioned to win
back the district amid Republican anti-union efforts.

New York’s 11th: Staten Island Women Who March

Staten Island Woman Who March (SIWWM) is a coalition of women
born from the Women’s March (Jan 2017) who focus on highlighting
intersectionality and the advancement of women district and city-
wide. SIWWM has strong core executive team of diverse female
leaders who represent this intersectionality and who have grown up in
the district. They have over 900 Facebook group members and
host/promote an average of 15 events per month since its inception,
generating significant interest from the community, including their
most recent inaugural SIWWM Breakfast, featured in the local news

The most common refrain about NY11 we hear from locals is “it’s an
unusual place, politically”. That is why SIWWM has developed a
strategy to engage a wide cross-section of voters through townhalls,
forums, fundraisers, protests, rallies and concerts, each coupled with a
voter registration effort. SIWWM is bringing a large swath of
progressive groups to the table to coordinate efforts for GOTV this
June and November, as evident from their breakfast in early June. In
September, they will be hosting a Wu-Tang concert on the island in
support of registration and GOTV.

A powerful core leadership of  diverse women and a strong coalition of  progressive 
groups in Staten Island and Brooklyn ready to help turn NY-11 blue 

Right Place

Right Partner

Right Tactics

https://www.maxroseforcongress.com/
https://www.silive.com/news/2018/06/staten_island_women_who_march.html

